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Abstract
Handshape is a key linguistic component of signs, and
thus, handshape recognition is essential to algorithms for
sign language recognition and retrieval. In this work, lin-
guistic constraints on the relationship between start and end
handshapes are leveraged to improve handshape recogni-
tion accuracy. A Bayesian network formulation is proposed
for learning and exploiting these constraints, while taking
into consideration inter-signer variations in the production
of particular handshapes. A Variational Bayes formulation
is employed for supervised learning of the model parame-
ters. A non-rigid image alignment algorithm, which yields
improved robustness to variability in handshape appear-
ance, is proposed for computing image observation likeli-
hoods in the model. The resulting handshape inference al-
gorithm is evaluated using a dataset of 1500 lexical signs in
American Sign Language (ASL), where each lexical sign is
produced by three native ASL signers.
1. Introduction
Computer models that exploit the linguistic structure of
the target language are essential for development of sign
recognition algorithms that are scalable to large vocabulary
sizes and have robustness to inter and intra-signer variation.
Computer vision approaches [1, 9, 26] for sign language
recognition, however, lag significantly behind state-of-the-
art speech recognition approaches [16] in this regard. To-
wards bridging this gap, we propose a Bayesian network
formulation for exploiting linguistic constraints to improve
handshape recognition in monomorphemic lexical signs.
Signs in American Sign Language (ASL) can be catego-
rized into several morphological classes with different prin-
ciples and constraints governing the composition of signs.
We limit our attention here to the most prevalent class of
signs in ASL and other signed languages: the class of lex-
ical signs, and further restrict our attention to monomor-
phemic signs (i.e., excluding compounds). Lexical signs
are made up of discriminative components for articulation
(phonemes) that consist of hand shapes, orientations, and
locations within the signing space – which can change in
ways that are linguistically constrained between the start
and end point of a given sign – as well as movement type
and, in rare instances, non-manual expressions (of the face
or upper body).
This work was supported in part through US National Science Foun-
dation grants 0705749 and 0855065.
We specifically exploit the phonological constraints [5,
22] that govern the relationships between the allowable start
and end handshapes2for handshape recognition. The tran-
sition between the start and end handshapes generally in-
volves either closing or opening of the hand (Fig. 1). With
the exception of a small number of signs that include ex-
plicit finger movements (e.g., wiggling of fingers), the in-
termediate handshapes are not linguistically informative.
Furthermore, as with spoken languages, there is a certain
amount of variation in the production of phonemes articu-
lated by same or different signers [4]. Different realizations
of a phoneme are called allophones. The occurrence of al-
lophonic variations in handshape is general across the lan-
guage (i.e., these variations are not specific to a particular
sign), and, hence is amenable to a probabilistic formulation.
In this paper, we focus on incorporating variations that do
not involve contextual dependencies (the latter are observed
at morpheme boundaries in compound signs, and, at sign
boundaries in continuous signing). Examples of handshape
variation are shown in Fig. 2.
Start
handshape
 → End handshape
 
5  5 S flat-O A crvd-5
 
L  L flat-G crvd-L 10 baby-O
Figure 1. Example start → end handshape transitions for lexical
signs in ASL. Each row shows common end handshapes for a par-
ticular start handshape ordered using probabilities for handshape
transitions estimated in the proposed model.
Example
handshape
 → Handshape variant
 
crvd-5  5-C 5 5-C-tt crvd-sprd-B C
    
F  open-F cocked-F    
Figure 2. Common variations for two example handshapes ordered
using estimated probabilities for handshape variation.
Our contributions: We propose a Bayesian network for-
2There is, however, no general agreement regarding the exact number
of handshape phonemes in ASL [5]; for this work, we employ the ≈ 80
handshapes identified for annotations by the ASLLRP [20] project.
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mulation for handshape inference in lexical signs which:
(i) exploits phonological constraints concerning
{start, end} handshape co-occurrence, and,
(ii) models handshape variations using the property that a
subset of similar handshapes may occur as allophonic
variants of a handshape phoneme.
We also propose a non-rigid image alignment algorithm
for computing image observation likelihoods in the model,
which yields improved robustness to variability in hand-
shape appearance. In experiments using a large vocabulary
of ASL signs, we demonstrate that utilizing linguistic con-
straints improves handshape recognition accuracy.
2. Related work
Tracking hand pose in general hand gestures. Several ap-
proaches have been proposed to track finger articulations in
a video sequence [13]. However, these approaches impose
strong constraints on hand articulation: hands are typically
assumed to be stationary (little global motion), to occupy a
large portion of the video frame, and/or to be viewed from
certain canonical orientations (the palm of the hand is ori-
ented parallel or perpendicular to the camera). Approaches
that use a 3D computer graphics hand model [8, 11] need
good initialization and sufficiently well-resolved hand im-
ages in addition to the orientation constraints.
Handshape recognition in sign language. An Active Ap-
pearanceModel (AAM) for sign language handshape recog-
nition from static images is proposed in Fillbrandt et al. [15]
and uses a PCA based method to capture shape and appear-
ance variations. The learnt modes of variation, however, are
tuned to the exemplars in the training set. Athitsos et al. [2]
propose a fast nearest neighbor method to retrieve images
from a large dictionary of ASL handshapes with similar
configurations to a query hand image. The database is com-
posed of renderings from a 3D graphics model for the hu-
man hand. The synthetic nature of these images does not
yield a robust similarity score to real hand images.
Handshape appearance features are used along with hand
location and movement descriptors in a sign spotting frame-
work by [12, 1, 26]. Farhadi et al. [14] propose a transfer
learning approach, where sign models learnt in a training
domain are transferred to a test domain utilizing a subset of
labelled signs in the test domain that overlap with those of
the training domain (for instance, sign models learnt from
one viewpoint can be transferred to a different viewpoint).
These approaches do not explicitly distinguish between dif-
ferent handshapes and as a result do not leverage linguistic
constraints on handshape transitions.
Buehler et al. [9] describe an approach to automatically
extract a video template corresponding to a specified sign
gloss (e.g., ‘GOLF’) from TV broadcast continuous signing
video with weakly aligned English subtitles. A similarity
score for a pair of windowed video sequences is defined
based on image features for shape, orientation and loca-
tion of the hands. This framework, however, treats the sign
recognition problem as an instance of a general temporal
sequence matching problem and does not exploit phonolog-
ical constraints on signing parameters. Inter-signer varia-
tions are not addressed and the image alignment between
hand image pairs is restricted to 2D rotations.
HMMmodels. Vogler andMetaxas [25] propose the ‘Paral-
lel HMM’ approach assuming independent sequential pro-
cesses for hand location and movement employing 3D
tracks for arms and hands obtained using multiple cam-
eras and physical sensors mounted on the body. A Markov
model utilizing multiple articulation parameters was also
proposed in [7], however only a small number of handshape
classes (6) were considered. A HMM was proposed for fin-
gerspelled word recognition in [19] using a lexicon consist-
ing of proper nouns (names of people). Legal state transi-
tions in the model correspond to letter sequences for words
in the lexicon. In this paper, we model linguistic constraints
on handshape transitions in lexical signs (handshape transi-
tions for signs in this class follow certain general rules) and
further incorporate variations across different signers.
In summary, while there has been work that has looked
at handshapes, none has modelled the linguistic constraints
on the start and end handshapes in lexical signs.
3. Approach
An overview of our approach is shown in Fig. 3. For a
given video of a lexical sign (in this example for the gloss
Nearest neighbor handshape 
retrieval with non-rigid image 
alignment
Handshape inference 
using Bayes network 
graphical model
Start frame in query
End frame in query
Inferred {start, end} 
handshape pair for the 
dominant (right) hand
Inputs:
lexical query sign, 
{ start, end } frames, 
hand locations
handshape
substitutions
observation
Image
likelihood
Allophonic
(Phonemes)
(Phones)
handshape
co−occurrence
{Start, end}
ϕs
xs
ϕe
xe
is ie
Figure 3. The proposed approach for handshape inference in lexical signs is illustrated here for handshapes on the dominant hand.
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handshape
substitutions
observation
Image
likelihood
Allophonic
(Phonemes)
(Phones)
handshape
co−occurrence
{Start, end}
ϕs
xs
ϕe
xe
is ie
Figure 4. Graphical model to exploit {start, end} handshape co-
occurrence and handshape variations in lexical signs for the dom-
inant hand. Here, (xs, xe) are handshape labels we wish to infer
given observed hand images (is, ie).
APPOINT), the handshape recognition algorithm takes as
input a pair of images (is, ie) corresponding to the {start,
end} handshapes in the video. For the purpose of illustrat-
ing our approach, we restrict our attention here to hand-
shapes on the dominant hand. Candidate handshapes for
the input {start, end} hand images are independently re-
trieved from a database of handshape images using a nearest
neighbor method. The retrieved results (i.e., a ranked list
of handshapes) are used to compute observation likelihoods
in a Handshape Bayesian network (HSBN) designed to ex-
ploit {start, end} handshape co-occurrence and certain al-
lophonic handshape variations. Computing posterior distri-
butions in the HSBN enables inference for the {start, end}
handshapes to satisfy phonological constraints.
3.1. Handshapes Bayesian Network (HSBN)
The proposed Handshapes Bayesian network (HSBN)
model is shown in Fig. 4. The phoneme layer with variables
(ϕs, ϕe) captures the {start, end} handshape co-occurrence
probabilities. We model sets of handshapes that occur as
allophonic variations of other handshapes; we introduce the
phone layer with variables (xs, xe) to account for these vari-
ations. Determination of the appropriate linguistic analysis
of the essential distinctive (phonemic) handshapes, orienta-
tions, locations, and movement trajectories, and of allow-
able (phonetic) variants of each of those is an active area
of research in sign language linguistics. In this context,
we develop here an algorithm to infer the posterior distri-
butions and evaluate handshape recognition performance in
the phone layer where it is easier to annotate the ground-
truth. The HSBN in Fig. 4 yields a decomposition over the
handshape labels (phones):
P (xs, xe) =
∑
ϕs,ϕe
piϕs aϕs,ϕe b
s
ϕs
(xs) b
e
ϕe
(xe) . (1)
The parameters λ = {pi, a,bs,be} above correspond to the
following multinomial probability distributions:
piϕs = P (ϕs); aϕs,ϕe = P (ϕe|ϕs);
(Phones)
(Phonemes)
xijex
ij
s
ϕieϕ
i
s
|x| all signs in the lexicon
|xi| multiple instances for sign i
Figure 5. Plate representation of the training data used in learning
the parameters for the hidden layers of the HSBN.
bsϕs(xs) = P (xs|ϕs); b
e
ϕe
(xe) = P (xe|ϕe). (2)
We depart here from a conventional kernel density based
observation likelihood model due to the small available
dataset of handshape instances sampled from a large space
of possible handposes. We use the k-nearest neighbor hand-
shape instances retrieved from a database to postulate an
expression for the posterior form of the image observation
likelihood,
P (xs|is)
define
∝
k∑
i=1
e−βi δ( xiDB, xs ) . (3)
Where, k is the number of retrieved examples, δ the indica-
tor function, and, β specifies a decaying weight. This yields
the following posterior joint distribution for the {start, end}
handshape labels given an input handshape image pair,
P (xs, xe|is, ie) ∝ P (xs|is) P (xe|ie)
P (xs, xe)
P (xs)P (xe)
. (4)
P (xs), P (xe) can be computed as marginals of Eqn. 1.
3.2. Variational Bayes learning of HSBN
We adopt the variational Bayes (VB) [6] method to learn
the parameters (Eqn. 2) for the proposed HSBN. The
VB approach has been demonstrated in [6] (and references
therein) to be robust to the exact choice for the parameter
prior (i.e., the hyper-parameters) and also to incorporate an
intrinsic penalty for model complexity. The latter property
biases the VBmethod towards favoring sparse distributions,
an essential feature for learning with small datasets.
A plate representation for learning in the pro-
posed HSBN is shown in Fig. 5. The training set provided
to the learning algorithm comprises {start, end} handshape
labels annotated by linguists for monomorphemic lexical
signs. Each sign in the dataset is produced by multiple sign-
ers. During learning in the HSBN, the phonemes (ϕis, ϕ
i
e)
constitute a hidden layer while phones (i.e., handshape la-
bels) (xijs , x
ij
e ) correspond to the observed variables. We
assume here that the label-set for the phonemes is a subset
of the phone labels (≈ 80 handshapes).
The proposed HSBN accounts for one-to-many associ-
ations between the hidden and observed random variables;
whereas, in HMMs a one-to-one relationship between these
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Inputs: Parameters for Dirichlet priors {ν◦,α◦,βs◦,βe◦} and handshape label pairs x for signs in a training set. The latter can be decomposed as follows,
x = {x1, · · · ,xN} =
{
{x11, · · · ,x1|x1|}, · · · , {xN1, · · · ,xN |xN |}
}
; with, xij = (x
ij
s , x
ij
e ) . (5)
Outputs: Posterior distributions for model parameters; these again belong to the Dirichlet family with parameters {ν⋆,α⋆,βs⋆,βe⋆}.
Variational Bayes lower bound: Introduce variational distributions {Qλ, Qϕ
i
} to derive a lower bound F for the posterior distribution P (x),
lnP (x) = ln
∫
dλ P (x|λ)P (λ) = ln
∫
dλ Qλ(λ)P (x|λ)
P (λ)
Qλ(λ)
≥
∫
dλ Qλ(λ) lnP (x|λ)
P (λ)
Qλ(λ)
=
∫
dλ Qλ(λ)
[
N∑
i=1
lnP (xi|λ) + ln
P (λ)
Qλ(λ)
]
=
∫
dλ Qλ(λ)
∑
i
ln
∑
ϕ
i
P (xi,ϕi|λ) + ln
P (λ)
Qλ(λ)
 ≥ ∫ dλ Qλ(λ)
∑
i
∑
ϕ
i
Qϕ
i
(ϕi) ln
P (xi,ϕi|λ)
Qϕ
i
(ϕi)
+ ln
P (λ)
Qλ(λ)
 = F(Qλ, Qϕ
i
) . (6)
VB-M step: Maximize the lower bound F w.r.t. Qλ to obtain an update for the latter distributions; Qλ(λ) here approximates the desired posteriors over parameters P (λ|x),
lnQλ(λ) = lnDir (pi |ν
⋆ ) +
∑
ϕs
lnDir ( aϕs |α
⋆
ϕs
) +
∑
ϕs
lnDir (bsϕs |β
s⋆
ϕs
) +
∑
ϕe
lnDir (beϕe |β
e⋆
ϕe
) , where, (7)
ν⋆ϕs = ν
◦
ϕs
+
∑
i
Qϕi
s
(ϕs) ; α
⋆
ϕs,ϕe
= α◦ϕs,ϕe +
∑
i
Qϕi
s
,ϕi
e
(ϕs, ϕe) ; β
s⋆
ϕs
(x) = βs◦ϕs(x) +
∑
i
|xi|∑
j=1
δ(x, xijs ) Qϕis(ϕs) ; β
e⋆
ϕs
(x) = βe◦ϕs(x) +
∑
i
|xi|∑
j=1
δ(x, xije ) Qϕie(ϕe) .
VB-E step: Maximizing F w.r.t. Qϕ
i
yields an update for the statistics,
lnQϕ
i
(ϕis, ϕ
i
e) = −CQϕi + ψ
(
ν⋆ϕi
s
)
− ψ
(∑
k
ν⋆k
)
+ ψ
(
α⋆ϕi
s
,ϕi
e
)
− ψ
(∑
k
α⋆ϕi
s
,k
)
+
|xi|∑
j=1
[
ψ
(
βs⋆ϕi
s
(xijs )
)
− ψ
(∑
k
βs⋆ϕi
s
(k)
)
+ ψ
(
βe⋆ϕi
e
(xije )
)
− ψ
(∑
k
βe⋆ϕi
e
(k)
)]
,
ψ here is the digamma function and CQϕi are normalizing constants for the variational distributions Qϕi (sum-to-one constraints). (8)
Expansion for the lower bound F The expansion below is guaranteed to increase monotonically through the EM steps,
Fcurrent =
∑
i
CQϕi − KL(ν
⋆ ‖ ν◦)−
∑
ϕs
KL(α⋆ϕs ‖ α
◦
ϕs
)−
∑
ϕs
KL(βs⋆ϕs ‖ β
s◦
ϕs
)−
∑
ϕe
KL(βe⋆ϕe ‖ β
e◦
ϕe
) . (9)
KL(ν⋆ ‖ ν◦) is the divergence between Dirichlet distributions with parameter vectors ν⋆,ν◦ (expansion in appendix for [6]).
Figure 6. VB-EM algorithm to estimate posterior distributions over parameters λ = {pi, a,bs,be} in the proposed HSBN.
two sets of variables is typically assumed. This hence ne-
cessitates an adaptation of the VB approach for HMMs pre-
sented in [6] as described below.
VB algorithm for learning in HSBN:
The VB approach employs a lower bound to the poste-
rior likelihood P (x) given training data x; this is needed
since the complete data-likelihood is intractable to com-
pute directly (the hidden parameters introduce dependen-
cies between latent variables associated with different train-
ing samples). Through the process of maximizing this
lower bound, the VB approach yields an approximation
to the desired posterior distribution over model parame-
ters P (λ|x). Choosing Dirichlet priors with parameters
{ν◦,α◦,βs◦,βe◦} for the multinomial distributions in the
model (Eqn. 2) yields posterior distributions from the same
family (denoted here with parameters {ν⋆,α⋆,βs⋆,βe⋆}).
The sequence of steps in the VB approach are outlined
here (with details in Fig. 6):
1. Inputs: prior distributions and handshape labels for
signs in the training set, Eqn. 5.
2. Introduce variational distributions Qλ, Qϕ
i
to derive a
lower bounding function F for the posterior likelihood
P (x), Eqn. 6.
3. Maximize F independently with respect to each of the
two variational distributions employing Lagrange mul-
tipliers to derive updates for the respective distribu-
tions; these two updates constitute the E and M steps
in the VB-EM algorithm, Eqns. 7, 8. These two key
equations differ from those of the VB formulation for
HMMs by including the one-to-many associations be-
tween hidden and observed variables.
4. The variational distributions Qλ(λ) obtained as a re-
sult of maximizing the lower bound in the iterative VB-
EM algorithm is an approximation to the desired pos-
terior distributions over model parameters P (λ|x).
5. The mean for the estimated posterior given by, λ̂ =
EQλ [λ] yields a point estimate for the model param-
eters and is commonly employed for prediction with
new inputs.
During handshape inference for a query image pair (is, ie),
we use the the estimated model parameters λ̂ in Eqn. 4.
3.3. Handshape observation likelihood
Given a {start, end} handshape image pair, we need to
compute the handshape observation likelihoods for use in
the HSBN. For this purpose, we employ a nearest neighbor
(NN) method: each observed handshape image is matched
to a database of labelled handshape images, and database
images with the best appearance-based similarity scores are
used in computing the observation likelihoods (Eqn. 3). We
propose a non-rigid image alignment method for handshape
image pairs to accommodate some of the variations in hand-
shape appearance.
A sparse feature representation (e.g., edges or corners)
is difficult to extract in a repeatable fashion for handshapes
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due to the more gradual changes in image gradient within
the hand region; we instead choose to locate feature points
on a regular grid. In computing an appearance based simi-
larity score for a hand image pair (i, j), we compute vectors
a i→j that map feature locations in image i to pixel locations
in image j by minimizing an alignment cost,
a i→j = min
a
[E data association(a) + E spatial smoothness(a)] . (10)
For a general class of smoothness priors, the max-product
LBP algorithm within a MRF representation yields state-
of-the-art results, e.g., [17], and SIFTflow [18]. LBP ap-
proaches are based on message passing and typically as-
sume a discrete label set for the alignment vectors. A quan-
tization performed using a locally sampled grid within a
windowW for each feature yields a set of candidate align-
ment vectors. The message passing cost for general smooth-
ness priors scales quadratically in the label set size, |W|.
Hence, this precludes using large densely sampled local
search regions.
Choosing a smoothness prior from the Free Form De-
formation (FFD) family, given by E spatial smoothness(a) =
aT K a, admits an efficient solution via gradient descent.
This involves solving a sequence of sparse linear systems of
equations (LSEs). Gradient descent, however, is susceptible
to local minima. Motivated by the RANSAC algorithm, we
include a randomization step in our LSE minimization that
tends to perform well in practice. We will now describe this
formulation in greater detail.
Handshape alignment algorithm:
We present the LSE formulation below which suggests
an iterative approach to minimize the alignment cost.
−∇a E data assoc.(a) = K a
}
Local minima condition
Let, f na = −∇an E data assoc.(a)
}
Local displacements
to decrease E data assoc.
fa = K a
}
Solve LHS and RHS
in alternation
An outline for the proposed algorithm that adapts the
above formulation to compute an alignment i → j for an
input hand image pair is presented in Fig. 7. A global
linear transformation is incorporated via an affine align-
ment (Eqn. 11). In each iteration of the non-rigid alignment
procedure, we use local-search (employing a feature match-
ing cost) within windowW to predict a local alignment vec-
tor aun for a feature location n. To incorporate robustness to
local minima, we use either the weighted average, or, a ran-
domly chosen vector among the top-U locations inW . The
weights and ranked ordering are computed using the feature
matching scores.
Because of the articulated nature of the human hand we
found it beneficial to employ a non-uniform spatial smooth-
ness prior. We propose a spring-mesh system where the
Inputs: Image pair i, j; Output: Image alignment a s:i→j
Initialization: Compute an affine alignment using au:i→j described below (11)
Iterations: Update feature locations, the local search windowsW , repeat
Local alignment au:i→j In alternate iterations, choose between
{ random among top-U, weighted avg. of top-U }
local alignments inW for each feature location. (12)
Stiffness matrixK Adapt spring stiffness κl using predicted
local alignments, κl =
κbase
avg(|aun|+ |a
u
m|)
. (13)
Define forces f Use normalized local displacements, fn =
aun
|aun|
. (14)
Candidate alignment a Solve linear system for a, f = K a. (15)
Smooth alignment a s:i→j Line-search to determine the scaling parameter α,
as = α∗a , α∗ = argmin
α ∈ [0, αmax]
E data assoc.(α a). (16)
Figure 7. Proposed algorithm for hand image alignment.
spring stiffness values are adapted to provide more flexi-
bility in image regions with larger predicted deformation.
We specify the stiffness values for each spring l using
the magnitudes of predicted local alignments at the end
nodes, Eqn. 13. Normalizing the local alignments yields
force vectors Eqn. 14. Solving the LSE in Eqn. 15 and re-
finement using line search in Eqn. 16 yields one iteration
of the alignment algorithm. Summing the data association
costs corresponding to the independently computed align-
ments a s:i→j and a s:j→i yields a similarity score for the
image pair.
We show alignment results for an example hand image
pair in Fig 8. The first column visualizes the inferred spring
stiffness values in the final iteration of the alignment algo-
rithm. We observe that the ring structure with two of the
fingers is essentially rigid and hence higher stiffness values
(darker link colors) are inferred within it and conversely,
lower stiffness values are inferred in regions surrounding
the extended fingers. Results for the MRF-LBP approach
minimizing the same alignment cost (but with a spatially
uniform spring-mesh smoothness prior) is shown in the last
column. In practice, while both approaches yield compara-
ble alignment results, the proposed approach is an order of
magnitude faster (2.4s vs. 58s) which allows a larger frac-
tion of the database to be scanned during filter+refine NN
search. We demonstrate in our experiments that the pro-
posed stiffness adaptation with deep-NN search improves
handshape retrieval accuracy over MRF-LBP.
4. Implementation details
This section gives some details about parameters for our
implementation. The VB learning algorithm (Fig. 6) takes
as input the training set of handshape labels. We use fre-
quency counts computed in the training set for each of the
model parameters to specify the initial posterior parame-
ters. We also use thresholded frequency counts to specify
the prior parameters (counts < threshold are set to zero,
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Image  i Image  j
Proposed approach (j → i)   Proposed approach  as:( j → i ) MRF−LBP  am:( j → i )
j→ i
Proposed approach (i → j)   Proposed approach  as:( i → j ) MRF−LBP  am:( i → j )
i→ j
Figure 8. Bi-directional alignment. Top: Example handshape im-
age pair (i, j). Middle: spring-mesh system for j → i adapts its
stiffness to provide higher rigidity in areas where less deformation
is expected (darker colors indicate higher stiffness); displacement
field computed by the proposed approach vs. MRF-LBP. Bottom:
Results for alignment i → j.
and, a constant value otherwise). We investigated different
strengths for the Dirichlet parameters; and used the same
setting across all experiments.
The inference step in HSBN uses Eqn. 3 for computing
the observation likelihood. The parameters here were cho-
sen empirically as k = 100 and β = 10−2.
In our implementation of the alignment algorithm, im-
age descriptors are defined on a 12 × 12 grid. The de-
scriptor (common to all approaches below) comprises HOG
features [10] extracted for 9 local orientations of the image
patch at each feature location and also at its predicted pixel
location for alignment. We define the appearance match-
ing cost in Eqn. 10 for each feature as the minimum HOG
distance over these local orientations. The capture setup
and image processing applied to the video sequences are
described in a prior work [23].
We select a single value over the whole dataset for the
base stiffness parameter κbase (Eqn. 13). The other param-
eters specified are, local-search window sizeW = 17× 17
grid with 2 pixels spacing, and, U = 3 in Eqn. 12.
5. Experiments
5.1. Dataset for evaluation
We utilize the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset
(ASLLVD) [3] comprising ≈ 1500 individual lexical
signs in citation form in our experiments. Each sign here
was produced by three native signers (i.e., signers raised
in Deaf families who learned ASL as a first language).
The signers were presented with video of the signs from
the Gallaudet dictionary [24] and asked to perform each
sign as they would normally produce it. Linguistic an-
notations, including {start, end} frames of each sign,
{start, end} handshapes and gloss labels were carried out
using SignStream R©[21]3. Since the focus of this work is
handshape recognition which on its own is a challenging
problem, we include annotations for {start, end} hand
location bounding boxes in our experiments.
The dataset contains {1473, 1208, 1220} lexical
signs with handshape annotations for the three signers
{M1,F1,F2} (one male and two female participants).
{Start, end} hand locations were annotated for 419 signs
from M1 and in a total of 1016 (start and end) frames for
F1. The hand image regions are ≈ 90 × 90 pixels. In the
experiments reported here, we use handshape images from
M1 as the query set. We employ images from F1 as the
database for the nearest neighbor (NN) retrieval layer in
the HSBN. The different anthropometric properties of the
query and database signers make handshape recognition in
this dataset a challenging problem. We utilize handshape
annotations from the three signers - excluding handshape
labels corresponding to the query signs from M1 - to learn
parameters in the HSBN (Sec. 3.2).
5.2. Experimental evaluation
Using the above dataset, we have conducted an experi-
mental evaluation of our system. Fig. 9 shows handshape
retrieval results for five query signs from the test set. The
first column in the figure shows the {start,end} hand im-
ages from each query video for signer M1. The subsequent
images in each row shows the top matches for the {start,
end} handshapes, which were obtained via our HSBN in-
ference method. The correct matches for the query sign are
highlighted in green. Ideally, the correct match for the start
and end query handshape should appear in the first position.
In four of the examples shown, the correct matches appear
within the top five. In the fifth example (shown at the bot-
tom of Fig. 9) the correct match does not appear in the top
five. However, close inspection of the retrieved handshape
image chips shows that many of the retrieved handshapes
have similar appearance.
We conducted quantitative experiments on the full test
set to compare simple nearest-neighbor retrieval (NN), vs.
handshape inference using the proposed HSBN. We further
compared performance of our proposed alignment method
vs. three other approaches for measuring appearance sim-
3We used a beta (pre-release) version of Sign-
Stream3, a Java re-implementation of SignStream2
(www.bu.edu/asllrp/signstream/index.html), which includes new fea-
tures for annotating phonological properties of signs in ASL.
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ilarity: simple HOG score (without nonrigid alignment),
affine alignment based on HOG score, andMRF-LBP align-
ment based on HOG score. In each case, the experimental
setup for computing the HOG score was the same as the
one used in the implementation of our approach. In com-
puting an affine alignment, we employ the least squares
method utilizing the local displacements followed by a line-
search Eqn. 11. For the proposed and MRF-LBP meth-
ods we use a spring-mesh system connecting the feature
nodes (Fig. 8) as the spatial smoothness prior.
For quantitative evaluation of the recognition perfor-
mance, we extract unique handshape labels from the re-
trieved list retaining the highest ranked match for each
handshape label and removing duplicates. This yields a
ranked order for the handshapes (with max-rank = 82 the
number of handshape labels).
The table in Fig. 10 summarizes the results of our quanti-
tative experiments. For each alignment method, results are
reported for the HSBN vs. retrieval using alignment only
(i.e., without HSBN). The results obtained for each align-
ment method without HSBN are shown in parentheses, be-
neath the corresponding results obtained with the HSBN.
For instance, the proposed approach for non-rigid align-
ment with HSBN ranked the correct handshape in the first
position for 32.1% of the test cases, whereas NN retrieval
using alignment-only yielded the correct handshape in the
first position for 26% of the test cases. A similar trend is
observed as we increase the threshold on correct retrieved
rank, with the proposed approach consistently giving the
best results. Furthermore, HSBN inference consistently im-
proves the retrieval accuracy vs. simple NN for all align-
ment approaches. We observed that the additional compu-
tation needed for HSBN inference was negligible compared
to computing the alignment cost.
The graph in Fig. 10 shows a plot of the same exper-
iments. The solid curves in the graph show the accuracy
of the corresponding alignment methods with HSBN infer-
ence. These curves show performance that is consistently
better than retrieval without HSBN (shown as dashed curves
in the graph).
6. Conclusions and future work
We have demonstrated how the HSBN model, which
models linguistic constraints on start/end handshapes in
ASL, can improve the handshape recognition accuracy on
a challenging dataset. Furthermore, we have proposed a
handshape image alignment algorithm that yields results
on-par with an MRF/LBP formulation, yet is an order of
magnitude faster. However, there still remains significant
room for improvement in future work.
The VB method lends itself to an approach for minimiz-
ing the state space for the hidden variables, i.e., the number
of phoneme labels. This is an important aspect that we plan
 Query start HS: 51  Infer HS: 20  Infer HS: 44  Infer HS: 51  Infer HS: 19  Infer HS:  4 
 Query end HS:  4  Infer HS: 20  Infer HS: 44  Infer HS:  4  Infer HS: 20  Infer HS:  4 
Inferred (start, end) handshape pairs using HSBN (top 5 HS pairs)Query sign ‘‘ADVICE’’ 
 Query start HS:  2  Infer HS: 35  Infer HS:  2  Infer HS: 42  Infer HS: 12  Infer HS: 82 
 Query end HS:  2  Infer HS: 35  Infer HS:  2  Infer HS: 42  Infer HS: 12  Infer HS: 82 
Inferred (start, end) handshape pairs using HSBN (top 5 HS pairs)Query sign ‘‘DEVIL’’ 
 Query start HS: 30  Infer HS: 44  Infer HS: 30  Infer HS: 30  Infer HS:  4  Infer HS: 30 
 Query end HS: 51  Infer HS: 44  Infer HS: 51  Infer HS: 30  Infer HS: 51  Infer HS: 23 
Inferred (start, end) handshape pairs using HSBN (top 5 HS pairs)Query sign ‘‘BOY’’ 
 Query start HS: 53  Infer HS: 14  Infer HS: 53  Infer HS: 82  Infer HS: 53  Infer HS: 57 
 Query end HS: 53  Infer HS: 12  Infer HS: 53  Infer HS: 82  Infer HS:  1  Infer HS: 57 
Inferred (start, end) handshape pairs using HSBN (top 5 HS pairs)Query sign ‘‘BLOCKHEADED−FR’’ 
 Query start HS: 76  Infer HS: 38  Infer HS:  1  Infer HS: 46  Infer HS: 24  Infer HS: 14 
 Query end HS: 76  Infer HS: 38  Infer HS:  1  Infer HS: 46  Infer HS: 30  Infer HS: 14 
Inferred (start, end) handshape pairs using HSBN (top 5 HS pairs)Query sign ‘‘BANDAGE’’ 
Figure 9. The first column shows query {start, end} hand images
(from M1). The remaining columns show {start, end} handshape
pairs inferred by HSBN (top-5 pairs) using the proposed image
alignment for NN retrieval. Correct matches are marked in green.
to investigate further in future work. There are also dialecti-
cal and ideolectical variations (i.e., phonological variations
produced by groups of signers or by individuals) which are
not depicted in the present model to simplify factorization
of the likelihood distribution. Incorporating these properties
is one further direction for future investigation.
The proposed approach can be extended to incorporate
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(a). Rank of first correct retrieved handshape (max rank = #handshape labels = 82)→
% of queries ↓ (419 query handshape pairs) 1 5 10 15 20 25
No spatial alignment (0.00s avg.) 25.9 53.3 66.1 74.8 81.5 86.4
(18.1) (47.7) (60.6) (72.8) (80.7) (85.0)
Affine alignment (0.57s avg.) 27.3 58.7 71.1 77.8 83.7 88.4
(22.7) (51.7) (66.2) (75.1) (81.9) (87.0)
Proposed approach for non-rigid (2.43s avg.) 32.1 61.3 75.1 81.0 85.9 89.6
(26.0) (55.1) (71.4) (80.2) (84.5) (88.7)
MRF-LBP solver for non-rigid (58.33s avg.) 26.4 59.7 72.1 76.6 82.6 87.5
(24.5) (52.9) (68.3) (76.1) (82.1) (86.6)
Rows (with, without) parentheses := (independent retrieval, handshape inference using the HSBN).
Figure 10. (a,b). Evaluation of handshape recognition approaches: presents nearest
neighbor (NN) handshape retrieval performance (numbers in parenthesis, dashed curves
in plot) for four image alignment approaches and corresponding results for handshape
inference using the HSBN (no-parenthesis, solid curves). For example, (first, second)
columns give % query images in which correct handshape is (at rank 1, within top-5) for
NN retrieval and HSBN inference.
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(b)
handshapes on the non-dominant hand. In signs where the
handshapes are the same on the two hands, observations
from the two handshapes can be combined to improve the
accuracy of handshape recognition. When the two hands as-
sume different handshapes, the non-dominant hand is lim-
ited to a small set of basic handshapes.
Finally, we envision handshape recognition as part of a
larger system for sign recognition and retrieval. The hand-
shape phonemes inferred using the HSBN can be used in
conjunction with other articulation parameters (which in-
clude hand location, trajectory, and orientation) to facilitate
progress towards person-independent large vocabulary sign
recognition/sign retrieval systems.
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